Color image quantization that is a process to reduce the number of color of a digital color image has been widely studied for the last fteen years. In this paper the di erent steps of clustering methods are studied.
I. Introduction
Color image quantization is a process to reduce the number of colors of a digital color image. The common goal of methods of color quantization is to minimize the distortion between the original image and the quantized one. Consider a color image I and let us denote by C the set of its color and by N the cardinal of C. The quantization of I into K colors, with K < N (and usually Color quantization is used to display an image with a large number of di erent colors such as a 24 bit-planes image on a graphic display with a small number of colors. More generally, quantization can be used to perform image compression. It is in general possible to build a quantized image with less than 256 di erent colors which is quite close to the original one. Despite their weak compression ratios, speci c heuristics for color image quantization remain very popular. Wu 34] has pointed out an important reason of this popularity by remarking that these heuristics have been designed to reduce the size of color images structured with a color table for which the hardware look-up table support provides real-time color decoding. Another interest of color quantization is related to the segmentation of color images. The segmentation of an image consists in partitioning it into connected regions according to some homogeneity criterion. There is a di cult problem and the color quantization is commonly used as a preprocessing step for color image segmentation 5].
Color image quantization can be viewed as a 3-dimensional data clustering problem 8] that consists in reducing the size of a nite set of data with a minimal loss of information by grouping data themselves. The set of data is partitioned into a set of clusters and a representative element is chosen in each cluster. The measurement of the error introduced by the clustering process can be computed from the distance between each data and the representative element of its cluster. The most widely used measure is the squared error P i=1;M kx i ?x 0 i k 2 where fx 1 ; : : :; x M g is the initial set of data, x 0 i is the cluster centroid the closest to x i , and kxk denotes the Euclidean norm of x. The average sum of squared errors Although color image quantization is a clustering problem, general algorithms elaborated in data analysis such as dynamic clouds method of Diday 9] or the k-means iterative procedure 24] are not enough e cient in time to solve it because of the great number of colors of a high de nition image. Moreover Wan and al. 31] have shown that an heuristic based on minimization of sum of squared errors gives solutions close to the k-means one. However these methods converge on a local minimum, thus the result can be highly improved by using heuristic to choose the initial set of cluster representative elements. Stenger 29] that consists to subdivide the color space into layers of constant luminance and to make independent quantizations for each level.
There are two methods commonly used to build color classes from the set of representative colors. The method is used despite its greater computational cost.
As pointed out above the problem of globally nding the K clusters that minimize the squared error is NPcomplete. According to Anderberg 1] the number of di erent partitioning of a cluster is given by the formula:
Thus scanning all possible partitioning is unrealistic and split heuristics must be used.
Wu 34] has described a method using dynamic programming to split the main cluster simultaneously in clusters ( K). The remaining clusters are split recursively into two parts. The problem is then to nd the optimal value of . However most of existing algorithms start with the set of image colors as initial cluster C, split it into two sub-clusters, and then recursively iterate the splitting process on sub-clusters. In order to simplify the construction each split is usually done along a plane separating a cluster into two sub-clusters.
We call this plane the splitting plane. The axis orthogonal to this plane is called the splitting axis. The splitting process can be then decomposed into three sub-process:
1. Select the next cluster to be split.
2. Choose the splitting axis.
3. Determine the position of the splitting plane along the splitting axis.
Since the successive splits are done by cutting a cluster by a plane the shape of clusters is restricted to polyhedrons. However, the distribution of colors in C being unknown we can't expect one surface to be better than another one 6]. Plane boundaries can be e ciently computed and this choice is compatible with the use of Voronoi diagrams, or an approximation of Voronoi diagram for the nal step of the color classes construction.
In this paper we compare various top-down heuristics, and we propose optimizations for some heuristics.
In Section II we describe the three steps of top-down clustering methods. In Section III we propose the use of a new color space to optimize the selection of splitting axis and to bene t of a metric closer to human vision than the RGB color space. In Section IV we give an improvement of an algorithm of selection of the splitting plane. In Section V we describe an optimal encoding of the set of colors of the image to be quanti ed that allows an e cient computation of statistical parameters used during each step of the clustering process.
Finally in Section VI we compare several combinations of methods in terms of cost and of quality and we retain a method providing a good compromise between e ciency and quality.
II. Splitting color quantization methods
Consider a color image and let C be the initial cluster that is the set of all the colors of the image.
Suppose that this cluster has been split into k + 1 clusters fC 0 ; : : :; C K g. We denote by c i the centroid of the Unless A t A is a diagonal matrix there is no way to compare the two error measures. Moreover the squared error de nition given above does not take in account the distribution of colors in the original image. Consider for example Images IV-a and IV-b of Plate IV. The rst one is quantized with height colors by using median cut algorithm and the second one is a dithered version of the original image with the same set of representative colors. Despite of the fact that the dithering process improves the visual quality of the image, the squared error measured between Image IV-a and original image is 30% better than the squared error measure between Image IV-b and the original image. In this case squared error is too much local and does not take in account the in uence of the neighborhood of each pixel in human vision. The reader will refer to Orchard and al. 26] for a de nition of a weighted error measure using local properties of the original image. Thus the squared error can only be used to measure the homogeneity of clusters produced by quantization algorithms. Moreover the error measure between quantized images and original ones, is pertinent only if the error measure uses the same color space than quantization algorithm.
For all the methods considered here, the clustering is done by selecting a cluster, splitting it into two subclusters, and repeating the process until having the desired number of clusters. Thus the set of clusters is encoded by a complete binary tree (i.e. tree which each parent node has exactly two children). The number of di erent partitions of the color space by this strategy is equal to the number of complete binary trees having exactly K leaves which is to prune the tree so as to select the K leaves which bring the lowest squared error. According to Wu 34] this strategy involves many computations and does not bring a great reduction of the squared error.
The simplest strategy to select the cluster to split has been proposed by Heckbert and is the well-known median-cut algorithm 18]. This strategy consists in choosing the cluster enclosing the greatest number of colors. It can be highly improved by taking in account equation (1) . Wan and al. 31] proposed to choose the cluster with the largest squared error. A variation proposed by Wu 33] consists in computing the bi-partition for each cluster and to keep the cluster whose bi-partition brings the largest reduction in the squared error.
This strategy imposes to split more clusters than necessary, and according to Wu both of these strategies give similar results.
The root of the tree induced by the quantization algorithms is associated with the main cluster which contains all the colors. Each node have a pointer to the one of its children which have the greatest squared error. When a cluster is split, two children are inserted on the corresponding node. The pointers are updated along the path from this node to the root. This provides at any time a fast access to the cluster of greatest squared error. From experimental results we have observed that although the trees produced by Wan's and by Wu's strategies are not balanced they are closed enough to balanced trees to allow an almost logarithmic search of the cluster to split.
Suppose that the cluster C has been split k times and let C 0 ; : : :; C k be the k + 1 resulting sub-clusters.
The squared error SE(C) is P k j=0 E(C j ). Suppose now that the next cluster to be split is the cluster C i and let C 1 i and C 2 i be two sub-clusters of C i . After the split, the error SE(C) become:
Therefore, as shown by Wu 33] the best splitting plane is the one which minimizes the sum of the squared error of the both sub-clusters C 1 i and C 2 i . Unfortunately there is no method or mathematical tool that gives us the best plane and the brute force approach is again unrealistic. This problem is simpli ed by decomposing it into two sub-problems: nd the splitting axis that is the normal of the splitting plane and then nd the position of the plane along the splitting axis.
The simplest strategy consists in taking the longest axis of the cluster as splitting axis 18]. Wu 33] recommend to take the line on which the cluster spread the widest which is the direction with the greatest variance. This direction also called major axis is given by the largest eigenvector of the covariance matrix of the cluster. This heuristic has some disadvantages. First it involves many computation of covariance matrix.
Then the splitting axis are not coordinate axis but may have any direction. Thus clusters are not restricted to rectangular boxes and the complexity of related data structures is increased. For instance it is necessary to sort data at each step of the algorithm. Finally the major axis of the cluster can be far from the optimum direction. Consider the following two dimensional example. Let C be the set of points f(i; q (7))i 2 f1; 2; ::; 10gg f(i; ? q (7))i 2 f1; 2; ::; 10gg
The covariance matrix of C is: 0 B B B @ 8:25 0 0 7 1 C C C A and the major axis of C is the axisx (see Fig. 1 ). By splitting C along a line orthogonal tox one decreases E(C) by 6.25 whereas by splitting C along the line y = 0 which is orthogonal toỹ we decrease E(C) by 7.
Thus the major axis can be far from the optimal direction and the selection of the splitting plane remains heuristic.
Nevertheless, the major axis method gives in general good results and can be retained as one of the better known heuristics. Remark that the distribution of colors being discrete approximations of major axis may de ne splitting planes leading to the same clustering that the exact major axis. In this paper we call xed axis methods, methods cutting cluster orthogonally to their coordinate axis. The third step of the clustering iteration consists in nding the position of the splitting plane along the splitting axis. This sub-problem is a one dimensional problem and can be solved e ciently. We shall see in Section IV that this computation may be done incrementally by moving along the splitting axis.
III. Selection of the splitting axis
As pointed out in Section II the major axis may be far from the optimal solution. Fixed axis heuristic give most of time worse results but the di erence may be small and the use of xed directions has two advantages:
1. The computation of covariance matrix is replaced by the computation of variances on the three axes.
2. Data can be sort along each axis. This avoid to sort them at each step of the algorithm.
The major axis of many images can be approximated by using the I 1 I 2 I 3 color space introduced by Otha et We have compare on some images the results of xed axis quantization and major axis quantization using I 1 I 2 I 3 color space. These experiments are summarized on Table I . Remark that the xed axis quantization
gives better results on some images than the major axis quantization. In mean, the squared error with xed axis in I 1 I 2 I 3 color space is greater than the squared error with major axis but only of two percents for the quantization into 16 colors and of four percents for quantization in 256 colors. These facts corroborate the remarks of Section II showing that cuts orthogonal to major axis can lead to results beyond the optimal solution and that major axis can be e ciently approached by xed directions on natural images.
Experimental results show us that the I 1 I 2 I 3 color space gives bad visual results on some images. The reason seems to be that I 1 I 2 I 3 color space has a metric which do not correspond to human vision. It is interesting to compare xed axis quantization algorithm and major axis quantization algorithm according to the working color space. Experiments made on several images shown us that when using Lu v color space the bene t of using major axis is around twenty percents. This may be due to the greater distortion of the set of colors when using the Lu v color space. The di erence between the use of xed axis and major axis with H 1 H 2 H 3 color space is about three percents (see Table III ). Although the major axis heuristic provides generally better results than xed axis heuristic in H 1 H 2 H 3 color space, the xed axis method produces close results for a lowest computational cost.
Consider For all the images we have used, the xed axis method with the H 1 H 2 H 3 color space give results visually close to more sophisticated method such as the major axis method with Lu v color space and with a very interesting quality/cost ratio. Therefore the two following sections are devoted to the optimization of the implementation of xed axis method.
IV. Determination of the splitting plane
In this section we focus on the determination of the position of the splitting plane along the splitting axis.
Let C be the cluster to be split, let A be the axis along which the cluster C is split, and let a 1 and a 2 be the extremities of C along the axis A, see Fig. 3 . Both C and A have been selected during the rst two steps of the iteration of the clustering process. During the third step the cluster C is split by a plane orthogonal to the axis A. Let t be the position on the axis A of the splitting plane and C t and C ? C t the subclusters resulting from the splitting. The representative color associated with C is replaced by two new representative colors associated with C t and (C ? C t ). Thus the problem of the determination of the best position of the splitting plane can be formulated as follows: nd a value of t 2 a 1 ; a 2 ] which minimizes the quadratic error associated with the set of representative color resulting from the splitting of C into C t and (C ? C t ). As we've seen in Section II the best position of the plane is the one such that the sum of the squared errors of both split clusters is minimal. We denote by E 0 t (C) this sum. We have: where q 0 denotes the mean of cluster C t and q 00 the mean of the cluster C ? C t . Wu 33] has given another formulation of the error E 0 t (C) more convenient for computations: 
Remark that M 0 (C) is the number of elements of C that we denote by jCj in the following, and thus that M 0 (C ? C t ) = M 0 (C) ? M 0 (C t ). We have also M 1 (C ? C t ) = M 1 (C) ? M 1 (C t ).
If 0 ; : : :; n is the ordered sequence of A-coordinates of the colors of the cluster C, the error E 0 t (C) must be computed for a sequence t 1 ; : : :; t n of values of t such that i?1 < t < i . According to (4), it is possible to incrementally compute the value E 0 t i (C) from the value E 0 t i ?1 (C). The optimal value t opt of t is the value of t which minimizes E 0 t (C). This value is usually determined by computing E 0 t (C) for each possible value of t of the t i sequence. In this section we give a new formulation of E 0 t (C) that allows an optimization of the computation of t opt by reducing the set of values of t on which E 0 t (C) is computed.
Lemma 1: According to the previously de ned notations, Equation (3) is equivalent to E 0 t (C) = E(C) ? where (t) = M 1 (C t ) jC t j , (t) = jC t j jCj , and m = M 1 (C ) jCj . The reader will refer to Appendix for a proof of this result.
This new formulation has two advantages. The rst one is related to the order of size of the quantities involved in the computation of E 0 t (C) which is smaller when using the equations of Lemma 1. Thus rounding errors that occur when using Wu' s formula are avoided here. The second one concerns an optimization of the computation that we are going to describe in the following of this section.
Let i ; i = 1; : : ::3 be the length of the cluster along the axis X i . We denote by the vector ( 1 ; 2 ; 3 ).
We have k (t) ? mk is bounded above by parabola U de ned by inequality (7) and bounded bellow by hyperbola L de ned by inequality (9) . Thanks to the parabola U we know that we can't nd the maximum of
for greater than max (see Fig.4 ). It avoids us to traverse the whole interval. It's easy to verify that the projection of the maximum of
gives a point max greater or equal to half a one (see Fig.4 ). Thus, we have at least to traverse interval m j ; M j ] from its minimum m j to a point t such that (t) is equal to half a one. Data distribution is a parameter of the function . Thus improvement of the search varies from one image to another one. Each iteration of the algorithm treats a new cluster, and thus for a given image the gain is di erent from an iteration to another one. Experiments show that mean reductions of intervals with a quantization in 16 colors are about 10%.
Remark that, since
is bounded below by L, the error measurement E 0 t (C) decreases for every value of in ]0,1 . This corresponds to the obvious fact that a cluster is better represented by two points than by one. The special cases = 0 and = 1 correspond to positions of the cutting plane such that C t is empty or C t is equal to C. In these cases no splitting occurs. Remark also that, since the functions U and L reach their maximum when is equal to half a one the maximum of ; c 2 2 ). The moment M 2 (C) is computed like M 0 (C) and M 1 (C) from equations (11) . The moments M 0 (C), M 1 (C) and M 2 (C) are stored in the binary tree mentioned in Section II. Suppose that C has to be split into C 1 = C top and C 2 = C?C topt . Finally the use of a matrix imply to store the set of colors into a cubic array. This is convenient for the RGB color space which corresponds to a cube but it is not for a color space induced from the (R,G,B) color space by a non-orthogonal transformation.
Indeed, the storage of the (R,
To improved the storage of data and to treat only data contained in the image, Wu 34 ] stores all colors of the original image in an array. This method is shipper in size memory than preceding ones, but does not allowed a quick access to data that have to be sorted at each step of the algorithm. Using xed axis allows us to avoid this last disadvantage.
Remark that the computation of the sets D de ned by Equations (10) Remark that for every value of j in f1; 2; 3g, for any k in Min j ; Max j ], and for any l entry cj k] we have V ind cj l]]:c j k. Thus for a given value k, the array entry cj provides a direct access to the rst color having its c j coordinate greater than k. To sum up, this data structure presents four advantages:
1. Only the colors of the image are stored and processed.
2. The data are accessed e ciently.
3. The data structure is convenient for any color space.
4. The rst ve bits quantization is not still necessary.
VI. Results and discussion
Let us recall that the squared error measure strongly depends on both the color space used to perform quantization and the color space used to compute the error. The importance of this measure in the evaluation of the visual quality of quantized image must be decrease if we use di erent color spaces in the quantization process or if we don't use the same color space for quantization algorithm and di erence measure between images. Let us also recall that the square error does not take in account the in uence of the neighborhood of colors in the image and thus that the numeric indications given by the squared error may be far di erent from the visual estimation of the quality of the result. Despite of these facts the squared error still remains one of the most e cient measure to build clusters and its minimization is the main goal of top down quantization heuristics. As sketched above, such methods iterates four elementary sub-processes until having the desired number of cluster:
1. Find the cluster to split in the set of clusters de ned in previous iterations.
2. Select a set of possible splitting axis.
3. Use a criterion to select the splitting-axis. 4 . Find the splitting plane normal to this direction according to some criterion.
According to this decomposition the strategies used by the main methods presented in Section II are summarized on column numbered from one to three in Table II . This decomposition allowed us to unify the presentation of these various splitting methods.
Various experiments have lead us to retain three methods which are illustrated by the examples given on Plate III. The rst method is the well-known median cut heuristic designed by Heckbert 18] . Since this heuristic, summarized on column (1) of Table II , splits the initial set of colors C in K clusters C 1 ; : : :; C K such that the cardinal M 0 (C i ) is about the same for each cluster, it does not compute the moments of order one or two. Thus its complexity is lower than the complexity of others methods mentioned in Section II.
Moreover when the number of colors is about 256 colors or more, the result may be di cult to distinguish for human eyes from results obtained by more sophisticated methods (compare for instance Image II-b which is a 256 colors Heckbert quantization with Images III-d and III-f). However, with less than 32 colors the median cut method gives worse results than more sophisticated methods. This fact is illustrated on Plate III on which Image III-a seems to have loss signi cant colors of the original image. Nevertheless Heckbert heuristic is a fast heuristic which remains interesting for 256 color quantizations.
The second heuristic we have retained is the one designed by Wu 33] and summarized on column (3) of Table II . This methods gives results close to the original image when using more than 64 colors. When using less than 64 colors this method preserves most of signi cant colors of the image (see for instance Images III-c of Plate III). Wu's method splits the clusters along their major axis. This strategy implies to compute the covariance matrix and the eigenvectors of each cluster. The major axis of one cluster can have any directions, and data must be sorted along the major axis at each iteration for setting the cutting plane of the splited cluster. Thus Wu's methods is the most complex in time among the methods mentioned in Section II but is one of the best heuristic when quantizing with a small number of colors.
A great part of the complexity of Wu's method is due to the uses of varying axis. As stressed above using H 1 H 2 H 3 color space splitting orthogonally to major axis or to coordinate axis lead to very closed results (see Table III ). Moreover the use of xed axis avoid to sort data at each step of the algorithm. Using coordinate axis the selected axis is the one of greatest variance. Thus the computation of the three covariance cov(R; G), cov(R; B) and cov(G; B) is avoided. Experiments summarized on Table III indicate that the use of coordinate axis instead of major axis improves the speed of the algorithm by about one and a half. Moreover this third heuristic, summarized in column (4) of Table II is much more simple to implement.
We observed that quantizing with the H 1 H 2 H 3 color space preserve well enough regions and shadings of the original, even when quantizing with a very small number of colors. On the opposite quantizing with the Lu v color space gives images with a greatest chromatic range than other color spaces, but small details and region shapes can be altered, specially when using direct color classes construction. In this paper we have given a uni ed presentation of various heuristics performing color image quantization by recursive splits of the set of color images. We have pointed out that the squared error commonly used to measure the distortion of the quantized image may produce results that are in contradiction with visual observations. In particular quantitative error measurement are pertinent only when both the quantization and the squared error calculation are done in the same color space. Moreover the squared error is a local criterion that does not take in account the in uence of color neighborhoods have in the human vision system.
We have presented experimental results showing that it is possible to obtain good results specially for a small number of representative colors with a method selecting the splitting axis among the coordinate axis of the H 1 H 2 H 3 color space introduced in this paper. We have proposed various optimizations improving clustering algorithms using xed splitting axis. The proposed method can be seen as an intermediate method between a fast but poor method such as the median cut and better but slower methods such as the Wu (1) and (2), and the squared error obtained, column (3) and (4), by two algorithm. The first one cut clusters orthogonally to the coordinate axis of greatest variance. The second one cut clusters orthogonally to their major axis.
